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Xie et al. recently described ‘a reverse genetic system that
enables rapid synthesis of wild-type, mutant and reporter
SARS-CoV-2 [severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2] strains’1. Their goal was to enable researchers to assess the
functional properties of sequence variants, including their
susceptibility to countermeasures such as vaccine-induced
immune responses. We agree that the rapid development of
medical countermeasures is of utmost importance, especially
during an ongoing pandemic. However, we believe that public
dissemination of this protocol in its current form poses risks
that outweigh the benefits. In providing detailed, step-by-step
instructions, it enables anyone skilled in the art anywhere in the
world to create novel variants of SARS-CoV-2 more quickly,
including variants that have even more worrisome properties
than those that have occurred naturally. Sometimes research
should be slowed, not hastened, to ensure a proper discussion
of goals and a full and public vetting of proposed plans.
Detailed protocols pose special risks under certain circum-
stances like this one and should undergo special prepublication
scrutiny.

Reverse genetic systems have clearly facilitated the study of
virus-host interactions and the development of antivirals and
vaccines. Owing to the large size of coronavirus genomes, the
instability of specific coronavirus cDNA sequences, and their
propensity for acquiring mutations in bacteria, the development
of these systems for coronaviruses has been especially chal-
lenging. The goal of the detailed protocol presented by Xie et al.
is to enable ‘rapid synthesis of wild-type, mutant and reporter
SARS-CoV-2 strains’ by using optimized cDNA clones that
span the genome and an efficient electroporation procedure.
The protocol describes many of the problems that currently
plague practitioners; provides instructions for anticipating,
avoiding and troubleshooting these problems; and offers a
detailed ‘shopping list’ for needed reagents. In doing so, the
authors increase the likelihood of, and decrease the time needed
for, successful virus expression by coronavirus investigators.
However, most dedicated investigators who need this capability
have already acquired it to a large degree. At the same time, this

protocol also lowers the barrier to entry for those with no direct
experience or tacit knowledge or particular need, including for
malicious actors. As the authors state, ‘this protocol will enable
researchers from different research backgrounds to master the
use of the reverse genetic system’.

This protocol raises some important and difficult questions.
How many people, and in what physical settings, do we want or
need designing and producing novel coronaviruses? Should
anyone be encouraged to synthesize SARS-CoV-2 recombinant
viruses of their own design and choosing? What about a
recombinant deliberately designed to be resistant to all known
antibodies and cellular immune responses? At what point,
especially given the high transmissibility of this virus, do the
risks of misadventure, ill-conceived plans, poor oversight and
inadequate laboratory safety override the benefits? By sig-
nificantly increasing the number of practitioners, the authors
directly increase the likelihood of, and decrease the time to, an
accident, especially among inexperienced researchers without
adequate biocontainment2.

Reverse genetic engineering enables modification of critical
properties of pathogens such as transmissibility, virulence and
immune evasion. The dissemination of this capability materially
changes the risk landscape. Infectious agents with high degrees
of transmissibility pose special risks per se because our ability to
manage these agents once they have escaped containment is
limited at best. SARS-CoV-2 has made this point very clear.
Although similar reverse genetic protocols have indeed been
published for SARS-CoV-1 and Middle East respiratory syn-
drome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), SARS-CoV-2 is more trans-
missible than either of these two viruses3. Since this protocol’s
publication, Amarilla et al. have developed a similar reverse
genetics system, which they intend to be easily translatable to
other positive-strand RNA viruses4. Although Amarilla et al.
state that ‘infectious full-length cDNA is readily assembled …
without the need for technically demanding intermediate
steps’4, it is worth noting that their methods section is far less
detailed than that of Xie et al. Efforts to develop protocols that
empower many more actors with diverse motivations to
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practice reverse genetic engineering of potentially dangerous
infectious agents demand special scrutiny and review.

Concerns during the past decade about research on potential
pandemic pathogens led the US Government to develop new
guidance for the review of such research5. We understand that
work by Xie et al. in support of their protocol was subject to
local institutional review, given some of the concerns. However,
in our view, this guidance, the resulting federal review process
and most local reviews of work of this type lack sufficient
clarity, scope, authority and transparency.

Previous dual-use controversy6,7 has resulted in proposals
for risk mitigation that include limits on the amount and kinds
of detail about the methods used in particularly risky research.
For example, members of the National Science Advisory Board
for Biosecurity have recommended that when work reveals a
means for enhancing the transmissibility or pathogenicity of
potential pandemic pathogens, ‘the basic result be commu-
nicated without methods or details, [so] that the benefits to
society are maximized and the risks minimized’8.

The publication of a how-to manual for work of this sort would
seem to work in opposition to this risk-mitigation approach.
Further guidance is needed for this genre of scientific publication.
In the spirit of the mission of this journal, we need easy-to-use
review protocols for assessing the safety and security of scientific
protocols under conditions of pressing public health need. Risk
mitigation might involve routine oversight via screening9 or
registration for access to commercial synthesis of large, specific
DNA constructs, such as the seven SARS-CoV-2 cDNA plasmid
clones described by Xie et al.1. Other forms of risk mitigation
might include public notification of intention to synthesize known
or potential pandemic pathogens, or public disclosure of intended,
new modifications to a known pandemic agent. There are
circumstances when faster is not better, or even smart. Adequate
review at a minimum requires established frameworks and pro-
cesses for assessing risk throughout the research lifecycle and the
involvement of experts with diverse perspectives10,11.
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